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by Carol Jean Zalatoris
Dr. James H. • Mullen,
President at Northeastern Illinois University, announced his
, resignation effective on or
before September 1, 1976
during the February Board of
Governors meeting last Fri·
day.
In his address, President
Mullen stated:
"This is a very personal
decision. I am completing my
eighth consecutive year as a
college president; five years as
president of Jersey City State
College and three years at
Northeastern.
Because of the demanding
nature of the position, there
are reasonable limits to any
one person's tenure on the job.
Indeed , the good of the
University as well as the
individual may be served by
. periodic changes in leadership.
I have recently been offered
the position of Dean of
Academic Affairs at Philadelphla College of. Textiles and
Science, and after ~areful ·

consideration have accepted
the appointment.
I want to thank all·ofyoufor
your generous efforts in con•
tributing to the qualitative
and quantitative growth of the ·
University during my tenure,
and I pledge to you that I will
continue to do my utmost to
achieve the University's goals
during the remainder of my
presidency."
Upon accepting the resignation, the Board of Governors
resolved that the responsibility
of electing a new president will remain in t he power of the
Board acting as a committee.
A committee of three Board
members will interview and
evaluate candidates and submit a report before the Board
with not less than 3 individual
nominations. The Board insures that a Presidential
Selection University Committee, 16 members representing·
the University including faculty, students, staff, and alumni,
will assist in the final selection
process.

Mullen _career
President James H. Mullen [Yearbook Photo)

:.r.,

marred by
many conflicts
events throughout his career
by Robert. J. Kosinski
· "I don't believe in manning at Northeastern only tended to
people with machine guns: It's spur on antagonisms from ·
not the kind of security you every segment of the universineed, like at the U.N. where it ty.
In October of 1974, Profes·
would be appropriate. The
University should be open. As · sor Harry Hild was denied
soon as you start putting tenure in the English· Departfences around it and exclude ment. Hild was a popular
people you begin to antagonize instructor, particularly among
latino students, of lower-level
them."
Such were the words of writing courses and when the
James H. Mullen, shortly after departmental , decision was
he took office as president of anaounced , the Union for
Northeastern Illinois Universi- Puerto Rican Student (UPRS),
ty on September 1, 1973,
[Cont'd on page 5)
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letters
Editor Robert Kosinski;
~ ,
· We, the Editorial Board of
.
.
·
Lucha Estudiantil are very '- betterment_of Northeastern.
happy with the decision ren- Ver~ Truly Yours,
dered today, .February 24, by Rod
Brow~er
the Supreme Court in favor of
the founding of our ne~spaper.
We would like to thank all To the Editor:
Throughout the past two
those who helped us attain this
and
one half months, a grand
favorable decision.
total
of four new releases have
We would like to use this
opportunity to censure, how- made their way into our
ever, the degeperate and sell Unicom'.s illustrious juke box.
That's right, four, and think,
out role which Tom.Lasser_has
played in the question of the just foi a minute, how many
times do you hear those four
funding of Lucha Estudiantil.
By his actions he has proven songs in the course of an hour?
where his interests are at; with Too i;nany, the f!lcts remains
the Northeastern administra- sickeningly repetitive.
tion. Tom Lasser' s actions did
The occasional revelee of
not surprise us as we know
"feed the box'! is no longer
that he is a paid employee of · looked upon with bated anticithe Northeastern administra- aption, but rather with an
tion.
attitude similar to that of a
Again, thanks to all who married man; that is, ·having
made the funding and continuto listen to the ~ame old-expleance of Lueha Estudiantil by
tive deleted.
their moral and material
This attitude reflects a lack
support a reality.
of both foret hought and awareSenate election results
Editorial Board of Lucha
ness put forth by the individuEstudiantil
al and/or organizations responDear Mr. Kosinski:
sible . for allowing an overI was privileged to be a _played group of selections to
member of the spectators who
flow through the Unicorn ' s
were present at the Homecomsupposedly relaxed atmosing game between Northeastphere.
ern and St. Xavier College, the
by Robert J. Kosinski
Admittedly, those · of you
game that was dedicated to
Roger Guerra of the Union
who "get down with the disco
Mr. Gus Ziagos. For the first
for Puerto Rican Students
sounds" have a little bit more
time this season, the .student
received
.the largest number of
to enjoy, however, the vast
response was excellent. T-he
votes in the Student Governmajority of us have preferment · Senatorial elections of
student body heeded the call of
ences which lie somewhere
February 24 and 25. The large
not only an excellent team, but
between Elvis and the ~pini;;:,tal was attributed_ to heavy
of the memory . of a t rue
ners and are thusly. left out in
campaigning by UPRS memsportsman, Gus Ziagos.
the cold. Although other types
bers and the absence of "split
As a former Northeastern
of music are generated in . the
voting
his .constituency.
student and athlete and a very
village square, game room and
The winners and their totals
close friend of Mr. "Z", I am
commuter center, the Unicom,
are as follows:
pleased that a scholarship fund
in many · ways, offers much
Roger Guerra
811
.established in his name. I hope
much more.
Robert J . Kosinski
585
that the normally apathetic
Re-evaluation and revitiliza- Jacobo Szapiro
a 415
student body will warm up to
tion are the first steps which
Judy Macior
399
this cause as well as support
need to be taken in order to
Michael Strohmayer
329
the fine athletic programs
Rita M. Marek
secure a more suitable stan·
296
provided by the university.
Tyrone Rutues
286
dard of music. Because, after
I may I would like to make
Samuel Barner
262
all, it'~ your quarter isn't it?
a couple of suggestions regardMike Dona_tucci
254
Yours truly, ·
ing the new fieldhouse on
Ava Stein
242
T. K. RAM
which construction starts this
Spring. First, I would hope
that the fieldhouse be named
for Mr. Ziagos or the late Mr.
Kane who was killed in a
terrible incident at the university a .couple of years ago.
Perhaps the fieldhouse could
be nanied after both gentlemen.
Second I hope for the benefit
of those men and women who
· have excelled at Northeastern
in the athletics arena that the
new fieldhouse will have a
"Sports Hall of Fame." This
5258 N. Harlem
would provide the school with
some traditional background
which it now lacks. Also, it
recognizes those whose ability
:and dedication to the universi;ty in athletic competition
! exceeds the average effort. I
! firmly believe this Hall of
Fame would be very beneficial
'
; for Alumpi support and the
· additional student interest.
i
l'
These, of course are just one
Now thrtJ. March 31st
· 1- man's thoughts but' I believe
' ; them to be sound in thought
THE RECORD PEOPLE 1 ·
; . and realistic in being. Maybe
. with the printiµg of this letter,
5258 N. Harlem
792--0267
other ideas may come about,
all I would vision for th~

/

curfq i 11

·

/
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Conie:,

Guerra tops field

from

$6.98 L.P.'~ always $4.78
$7.98 tapes always $5.98

THE

Record People

Extends a 10% Discount on ·
LP's~ Tapes, & T-Shirts
To Northeastern Students
Just show your ID ·
.

,,
Debra Ann Jaret
237 i David Thourson·
and Joan Lipschutz
237 George Shimko
Those eligible to fill recent Daniel Howe
senate vacancies are:
Lynn Marie Young
Kathleen Zyrkowski
215 Enrique Rios
Julie Prorok
211 Charles Miceli Jr.
and Michael Cunningham 196 j and Debby Korcyl
And the remaining candi- i · There were 545 ballots
I with 9 declared invalid.
dates were:

193
173
160
141
126
113
85
cast

l

1'

Specialist in

V olkswagon Repair
Certificate of completion of apprenticeship
(4 yrs.) from the state of California

Special Prices for UNI Students :
CALL
· ART at 327-4971 from 6:30-10:00 p.m.
or
Chai at 878-0425 from 9:00 - 12:00 a.m.

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

the stall
The PRINT ia the campus oenpaper for Northeutern ·Illinois
University. Published weekly. tllia paper ia paid for by student fees
and ill larply the "'.v• of N~tern SCudents. Material
· published herein ia not to be confuaecl with ·views expreeeed by -the
University adminiatnition. Print is located in · E·214, phone
. 583-4050, ext. 459.
Editor-in-Chief: Robert J. Kosinski
Manajling Editor: Ray Gapinski

Associate Editor: Carol Jean Zalatoris.
Photo Editor: Paul Manda ;
·
Sports Editor: John Stepal ,
·Business.Manager: Rita Harmata
Staff: Al Albert, Gary Andersen, Laurene~ Bri~tan,
• Charles T_ Freiman, Terry Frey, S,tuart M~rray,
~am Parks, Mary Petersen, Ron Stein ·
Photographers: Steve Flamich . ;,(>lora J,mg,
Robert Trahan, Nancy Wilson
Cartoomsts: Tom Hamill. Mark Schultz, Jack Welt
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Referendum next

Senate approves new fee
by George Tafelski
The Student Senate has ~I
unanimously passed a proposal i
by the College Students for '
Student Services which would
add to the UNI student billing
a line titled "Child Care
Scholarship Donation (optional) $2.00." Successfully arguing for the proposal at the
meeting on February 23,
Helene Rogers, President of
CSSS, said that hopefully this
proposal would provide additional scholarship money for
students having such a need.
According to a flyer distributed at the meeting, the
rationale behind this proposal
is as follows:
1.) establishment of a Child
Care Scholarship Fund; 2.)
making more monies availab.le
for students needing such a
scholarship fund ; 3.) helping .
the students who are now
overburdened with financial
obligations to attend each
class knowing that at the end,
of each month, there would not ·
be as large a bill waiting for '.
Child Care; 4.) establish a fund i
which will be donated to !
students for the sole purpose I
and use by students for Child
Care here at UNI.
The next step for the
proposal is a vote by student
referendum.
Other business,-- Robert Ge--

I

rowitz and Judy Macior asked
that the Senate grant CSSS a
permanent charter. Before the
vote, the question arose
whether or not CSSS duplicated the purpose of the
Feminist Club. Defending her
club's position, Helene Rogers
said that CSSS works with the
Feminist Club, but thP-ir
purposes are essentially different. The vote in favor of their
permanent charter was 17-2-0.
Also, the Latin American
Student Organization applied
for a temporary charter. The
purpose of this club according
to Gerowitz, is to represent
and promote ·the interest- of
students of Hispanic descent.
However, because of a report
by Joan Nordberg that LASO
tried to/disrupt a Spanish Club
meeting, the proposal was
tabled until further investigation could be done by the
Charter Review Board.
Several committee vacancies
were filled. Student Affairs
had two vacancies. Secretary
Pat W ellbank feels strongly
that this committee needs
active members. She said,
"The committee will deal with
policy and procedure for
dealing with problems. It
needs student input or it will
be stacked with faculty and
civil service." -Ava Stein and .

Brent Leatherman were ap,
pointed to the committee.
The Charter Review Board
filled it's vacancy too. Julie
Prorok defeated Jacobo Szapiro 13-6 for the position.
Lynn Marie Young was
appointed to the Parking
Appeals Committee.
· At the request of President
Mullen and because of the
controversy surrounding the
use of P-1 and space on
campus, a .new committee
which would review the allocation of space used by clubs on
campus. It would consist of 3
·.stu.dents, 2 fac'\}lty members,
the President of the Student
· Senate, ·Chairman of the
Commuter Center Board of
Managers, the Student Activities co-ordinator, and the
Vice-President of Academic
Affairs.
Finally, a graduation policy
for a more "meaningful graduation" was voted down, Vice:
President Mary Berg gave a
report on the last Board of
Governors meeting at ·which
President Mullen announced
his resignation. Ron Stein
gave a report on the Election
Committee; and Treasurer Bob
McDonald asked the Senate to
consider expanding the auto
fleet because of a backlog of
· requests.

In his last meeting as senate president, Tom Lasser is aided by a young visitor from the CSSS.
[Photo by Zalatoris]

..,.

CSSS President Rogers outlines plan for optional Child Care fee.
[Photo by C. J. Zalatoris]
·

Court upholds
-'Lucha' funds
by Robert J. Kosinski
The Student Supreme Court
upheld the ruling of the
Student Fees and Allocations
Committee to reimburse the
Union for Puerto Rican Students for partial funding of
their -publications Lucha Estudiantil. The decision will allow
the UPRS to pay the remainder of the printing costs for
the last issue · of the publication ; "Defense Dept. Infiltrates Northeastern", with
$180 of student fees allocated
to the club.
The UPRS was also given
permission to use $320 to pay
for the next issue.
The suit against the SF AC
was brought by Senate President Tom Lasser for nonadherence to their own policy,
and was directed at the
approval of the $180 reimbursement.
The policy states _as follows:
8i] For any person to be
reimbursed for expenses in
excess of $100, the club must
receive prior approval of the
fiscal agent and the chairperson of Student Fees.

'Gone with the Wind'

Lost
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
A $4,500 print of the film
"Gone With the
Wind" is
I
missing.
After the February 3 showing of the film, sponsored by
the Commuter Center Activities Board (CCAB ), the five
reel package was entrusted to
the University mailroom for
return mailing.
This week, CCAB was
notified that representatives

•

in

from Films Incorporated, leaser of the film, is still awaiting
the return of the movie.
Perplex d, CCAB has notified the university mailroom of
the existing problem. They
have also notified the United
States Postal Service.
Apparently, the rented film
is reported to have been mailed
out but the parcel was not
insured. In the past, CCAB
has established an unwritten
agreement with the mailroom

the mail
supervisor Felix Kibartas to
insure all CCAB films. However, during the week in which
the film was reportedly returned, Mr. Kibartas was on
vacation and the mailroom
crew failed to insure the
shipment. (The price to insure
the film would have totaled no
more than $.60.)
CCAB is entertaining the
possibility that the movie may
have been stolen from the

University grounds or lifted
while going through the U.S.
Post Office delivery system.
Regardless, CCAB is currently being held responsible
for the return of the film. If
the film is not located, Films
Incorporated representative
George Schumaker has notified the University that legal
action will be taken to
determine who is responsible
for the mishandling of the
movie.

Lasser said that it was
understood by everyone that
the funding of Lucha Estudiantil would come entirely from
money from donations and
fundraising events. He said
that the arrangements for
publication of the newspaper
were already made and when
those funds ran out they came
to student fees to fulfill their
obligation to the printer.
Luis Gutierrez, editor of
Lucha Estudiantil and former
president of the UPRS, said
that at the time of the
publication of the Betances
paper, the UPRS did not
unders.tand the provision of
line items in the budget
requests. He said that since
the money was in the budget,
they thought they could use it
for whatever they wanted and
the need arose when the raised
funds for the paper ran out.
He added that he wished
Lucha Estudiantil could be
funded outside of the university and that it should be as
independent as possible from
the Union for Puerto Rican
Students.
In the 4 to O decision of the
Court, Justice Dave Scott said
that the Student Fees and
Allocations Committee did not
act ·wrongly as they "sought
and saw exceptional circumstances" in approving the
funding.
Scott also cautioned that
this case could not be used as
a precedence in any similar
cases in the future.
After the decision was
announced, Justice Vincent J.
Moore told Print that the vote
was - deadlocked for a long
while but the ambiguities in
the _fees policy swayed the
others into the prevailing side.
Though Lasser still holds
that the fees policy had been
violated, he said that he had
not planned to appeal the
Court ruling to President
Mullen.
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gary andersen

THE CHICAGO OPERA STUDIO, an abb,.,,;,,ted production'
of Mozart's The Marriage of Figaro (in English); will be held on
Wednesday, March 3 in the University Auditorium, 7:30 pm.
He did, too!
TEN YEARS ago Phineas
Admission is free to all UNI students with ID., otherwise $4.00 . .
Later that evening though,
Then, a few years and many
did some time in jail. "It
The production is sponsored by CCAB.
the girls from Tahiti were
wasn't too bad," he recalls, good drunks later, Phineas
freed. They were freed because
.
TROMBONE QUARTET RECITAL: Thursday, March 4 in "and they let me out early so I was living with a band of
they promised to never again
the University Auditorium beginning at 7:45 pm. Free admission. could go home for Thanksgiv- nineteen and twenty year old
set foot in Minnesota. The
ing."
degenerates. They resided in
next morning Seymour, the
But that, scarcely, is the Minnesota which was, accordTONIGHT IS THE BRASS BALLS AWARDS CEREMONY:
young thug, was also freed.
ing to Phinny, a really awful
sponsored by the Northeastern Illinois University Veterans Club, whole story.
Seymour was freed because he
The whole story didn_'t begin place to live. No one under 21
at the Odd Fellows Hall, •221 West Irving Park Road, 8:00 pm.
ratted on Phinny!
Tickets for this annual benefit will be available at the door for when PhiJmy was let out of could purchase, possess, or
He told the police Phineas
jail, but rather when Miss even drink beer.
bought the,•beer and was able
50c.
They were all degenerates
Bobble, a high -school trigonoto get them to go to the
ALL PROSPECTIVE 1976 GRADUATES that would like metry teacher, failed him. though, and did a lot of beer
cor:r;ifield by promising a
their photo to appear in the · '76 yearbook must make an Phineas received many failing drinking anyway. But one
coconut feast. The police
appointment for a portrait sitting. You can make your grades throughout his six
probably never asked the
night tfiey were caught.
appointment at the yearbooks office, room E220 (above the south years in high school, and no
young thug where the cocoIt was probably a funny
doubt deserved them all, but
nuts were, nor did they ever
dinigh hall). Photos will be taken March 8·19.
scene - getting caught - but
the one from Miss Bobble was
stop to ponder what in the
it's hard to say for sure.
Nowhere in the police· report
world anybody would be doing
THE INDEPENDENT CLUB BOARD will meet ori Thursday, the one which eventually led to
in a Minnesota cornfield for a
March 4 at 1:00 pm in room S-202. Budgets, in general, will be his jail sentence. .
does it say anything about
Because Miss Bobble failed
anyone laughing.
coconut feast without any
discussed.
Phineas, he had to go to
Phineas and the leader of · coconuts. In November!
By the time Phinny's trial
"THE HARDER THEY COME," a film sponsored by CCAB summer school. And since he
their band of degenerates, a
came up - two days later will be shown on Tuesday, March 9 at 7:30 pm in the university went to summer school, he met
young thug named Seymour,
the case against him was
Auditorium. Free tickets will be available to students in the Box his summer school teacher,
were in the young thug's car in
pretty good.
Mr. Sawyer. Tom Sawyer!
office near the Book Nook.
a cornfield with two girls from
And, as everyone knows,
The sheriff testified, "The
Tahiti. They had met the
defendant was seated in the
ARE YOU INTERESTED in being a partieipant in a small anyone named Tom Sawyer
Tahatian girls a week or so
process that is positively oriented and designed to help you can't be too straight. And this
before in the cosmopolitian
back seat and there was,
achieve a more satisfying lifestyle? The Human Potential Tom Sawyer, for sure, wasn't
Minnesota metropolis of Farmdefinately, the aroma of a
Seminar (95-323-41) brings together activities that focus on too straight.
dale.
brewed beverage on his
Midway through the sumindividual strengths, talents, values, and experiences of success,
Anyhow, so there they were,
breath."
satisfaction and achievement of the participants. Members of this mer school term Mr. Sawyer
the four of them drinking away
He also remarked, "The
class will find support and encouragement to capitalize on their took Phineas out drinking. It
when up pulls the county
was the first time in his life
defendant didn't seem to be
strengths and to apply them effectively in their daily lives.
sheriff. The commotion in and
too completely in control of
This class is two hour credit and is graded on a pass-no credit Phinny had ever had more
out of the car was real bedlam.
himself."
basis. The class will meet this Spring, from 10:00-12:00 on than even a sip or two of beer
Very helter-skelter, like everyone tried either hiding the beer
Mondays and Wednesdays. Contact David Helfand, University and, sure enough, after only
Seymour, the young thug
Counseling Center, B-115, if interested. Enrollment is limited to two cans of beer Phinny was
under the <;ar seat or throwing_
who·
turned state's witness,
plenty stewed!
ten students.
it out the window. Everyone
. told the court, "All I know,
But he enjoyed himself very
that is, except Phineas. He
your Honor, is I thought we
THE POLITICAL SCIENCE CLUB is sponsoring a trip to much and right. then and there was drinking the evidence! But
were going there for a coconut
New York to participate in the Mini U held from April 13-18. vowed, "From now on to get it was too late and the sheriff
feast."
drunk
whenever
I
can!"
·
Costs are covered by the club. Requirements are: to be a member
arrested them all.
of the Political Science Club, and pass an examination executed
Finally, the farmer, whose
by a panel of students. Call ext. 8161. Applications are due no
cornfield they had been in,
Don't forget the CCAB Film Committee special this Tuesday,
later than today-Friday, February 27.
testified he found at least 50
March 2 at 7:30 p.m. in the Auditorium: CHINATOWN!
empty beer cans in the area of
ANTIQUE SHOW AND SALE, February 27, 28, 29 in the Remember all UNI students FREE with I.D.
the arrest. That was a real
THE SOCIETY FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF MANCommuter Center Student Union Building. February 27 from 6
dilly.
pm-10 pm, February 28 from 10 am-7 pm, and February 29 from AGEMENT will be going on a field trip to the Federal Reserve
Phinny only bought three
11 am-5.pm. Thirty-six quality antique dealers will be displaying Bank downtown on Tuesday, March 30 starting at 10:30 am.
There
will
be
two
trips
that
day
and
free
transportation
will
-be
six-packs.
their wares; Admission is $1.25 for the public, 75c for faculty and
provided. Reservations are now being accepted in the Business
But the judge, Leslie Lylestaff, and 50c for students.
·
Office.
sen, who · recognized Phineas
APOCALYPSE presents _- A Poetry Reading of Chicago's
from a previous case in which
WOMEN'S SERVICES/STUDIES There will bea table in the finest -' by Barb Barg, poetry and prose writer and Effie
the verdict was not guilty,
Village Square Wednesday, March 3 from 10 am-3 pm to inform Mihopoulos, editor of Mati on Wednesday, March 3 at 8:30 pm at
disallowed Phinny's objections
the UNI community about the women's services and studies the Creative Writing Center 3307 West Bryn Mawr;
to certain of the witnesses'
program.
THE CASHIER'S OFFICE room 4~001 will be open during the
remarks and conclusions.
following scheduled times effective March 1, 1976.
· ·
GRADUATION COMMITTEE has 2 undergraduate student Monday 8:30 a.m . - 4:45 p.m. •
·'
Phinny had been in Judge
vacancies on the committee. Any student wishing to serve on this Tuesday 8:30 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.
Lylesen 's court before on a
committee should leave their name at the Senate office E205-S.
Wednesday 8:30 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.
hitch-hiking rap which he beat.
Thursday 8:30 a.m. - 4:45 p.m.
He beat it because the law said
THE STUDENT ACTIVITIES SPACE ALLOCATION Friday 8:00.a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
he had to be standing in the
COMMITTEE, a newly proposed committee requested by
WOMEN IN CRISIS CAN ACT . [WICCAJ, Chicago's Crisis roadway to be hitch-hiking.
President Mullen, will review allocated campus facilities for club
But he · was standing on the
use. The committee will be comprised of 3 students, 2 faculty line for women, will begin a new training session for women
sidewalk. And Judge Lylesen,
members, the President of the Student Senate, .the Chairman of wishing to staff the phone lines. The seven-week session will
seeing this terrible flaw in the
begin
on
Sunday,
February
29,
at
10:30
a.m.
with
a
potluck
the Commuter Center Board of Managers, the Student Activities
law, remarked, "Well, I have
brunch.
This
orientation
session
will
last
till
5
p.m.
All
co-ordinator, and the Vice-President of Academic Affairs.
no choice but to find you not
Students ~terested in filling the 3 student positions on the subsequent seven sessions will be held on Thursday evenings guilty."
from
7-10:30
p.m.
All
sessions
will
be
held
at
1139
West
Webster
committee should contact the Student Senate office E205-S
and will begin promptly. Anyone interested may call in advance
before the March 4 Senate meeting.
But this time Judge Lyleto register - 528-3303. All women are welcome.
sen, who had a choice, said,
JOANNE ALTER, Democratic candidate for Lt. Governor,
"Mr. Finsterbach, this court
will speak at Northeastern, along with Ron Stackler, Democratic .
finds you guilty as charged
THE LIFE SPAN PLANNING WORKSHOP FOR WOMEN
candidate for State Comptroller. They will speak on the "Future
and sentences you to 30 days
of Illinois and what is needed." They will appear an Tuesday, be~ns in the first week of March and you can register now in the
in the county jail."
March 2 in room CC217 in the Commuter Center Student Union Office of Women's Services: The workshops seminars are as
So Phi~y went to jail. And
Building, from 11:00 am-1:00 pm. All students, faculty, and staff scheduled: Four Saturdays, March 6-27 from 9:30-12:30 or Six
for 26 days he watched TV,
are invited to attend this worthwhile presentation, sponsored by Tuesdays, ~arch 2-April 6 from 1:00-3:00 or Six Thursdays,
March 4-April 8 from 6:30-8:30.
played checkers· and dominoes,
Students for Independent Politics.
and mopped the floors. But on
the morning of the twenty"CANOES IN CANYON LAND," a Scenic tour of many rivers , IF YOU OBJECT TO SMOKING DURING CLASS go to
seviln ty day; which was
in the American Northwest, before they were dammed, will be Health Services and sign the petition against this practice. Over
Thanksgiving, they let him go.
presented by Joe Antos, noted nature lecturer · to the UNI 400 students have already signed up and when · 1000 signatures
And, all because of Miss
Geography Club, Tuesday, March 2, 1976 at 8;00 pm in S-102. are secured, we are going to the ·Student Senate and Faculty
Bobble
and high school trig0'
All are welcome.
·Senate to press for NQ SMOKING IN CLASSROOMS.
nometry.

.,..
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by Robert Bernstein'
such
as · Northeastern's
One of the nice things about WZRD, there are not that
living in a large city or many FM stations which I
metropolitan area like Chicago would classify as being Rock,
is the number of radio stations and those that are each have
on AM and FM available for. something a littl(l different to
the public 's listening arid offer. I am assuming that the
recording pleasure. There is reader realizes that all Rock
definitely not the variety of and Roll doesn't sound alike
programming which could be and that there are many levels
available given so many of enjoyment of t,his Holy
stations that. are on the air, Music: If you happen to be one
but still you are missing much of those who are condemned to
if you coIJ.fine your listening to a World Without Rock, my
only one or two stations.
most heartfelt and deep symThere have been some pathies. MAY ROCK AND
complaints recently that rock ROLL SAVE YOUR SOUL!!!
music· stations hav e been
To get back to radio, there is
" invading" the FM dial to an much that is non-rock and
extent which t hreatens to even non-musical that is very
make all radio station~ even- enjoyable. For some rea~on I ·
tually become a bunch of find a tremendous amount . of
WLS 's or WDHF 's. Thi s amusement listening to Radio
charge gained some recent Preachers, especially those of a
publicity in the court battle right wing bent who consider
determining whether or not ; God and Country to be equal
WEFM should be allowed .to !partners.
switch from a classical music I By far the most hilarious of
format to Rock and Roll.
lthese is the Reverend Carl ·
While it is true that there iMaclntire (pronounced Mackare many stations that play . ;1-~-Tire), who has a show whicli
popular rock music, there is iis syndicated nationally and is
very little duplication because ,broadcast in Chicago at 7:30
1
they each seem to have a 1a.m. Monday through Friday
separate identity. This will .on WEAW, 1330 on the AM
especially be true when WCFL ldial.
For a half hour each
I
changes to soft music, leaving imorning Dr. Maclntire rants
WLS as the only major AM .and raves about how the world
rock station. Aside from local is out to turn the U.S.
low power college stations . Communist, how he · is

:,···············••:

· ·• If more than anything •
• else, you want love·:
:
:
•

Then I, Emmanuelle, will teach you to
love with all the freedom of man and all
the imagination of woman.
You will say with menothing is wrong if it feels good.

-·
---~

.•••
.•

~~

.:•

·••·
•••
••
•• Let me be your guide

..•.•
••
-•:
..•

•

·: Let me, Emmanuelle, take you to a new
wprld of pleasure - and believe as I do that
n<i>thing is wrong if it feels good.
'

IN COLOR A PARAMOUNT PICTURE

:. ·~;;;~y~;;:"~;;;';

®

[Cont'd from page 1)

along with assorted othergroups organized· a protest
which began at the office of
Randolf Hudson, dean of the
College of Art!j and ' Sciences
and gradually progressed to
the President's Office. Though
Mullen was enroute to San
Diego at the time, a . meeting
with him was arranged for
October _15, at which Mullen
decided that a revote for Hild's
tenure was needed and if the
1X>te 1ua11 Ro@:8tive asain
llild:
. vote was negative again, Hild
would be placed in another
department in which to continue his teaching style.
"
The students were satisfied,
but the department was per·
.turbed as expressed by Chair-man Ely Liebow who said
afterward, " Trying · to -second
guess college adminitrators is
like trying to second guess
Abe Gibron."
When the UPRS petitioned
the President for the ,removal
The Student Government of Miguel Velazquez as directwill be meeting on Monday, or of the C.L.A.S.E.S. Insti•
March 8 at 7 p.m. in the 1 tute, a latino program, Mullen
Commuter Center 217. At this I agreed to the dismissal over
meeting the new officers and the advice of the former
senators will take office, with Vice-president for Academic
Bob McDonald, President; Affairs, John Major.
· ·
Ron Stein, Vice P~esident; Pat
Major felt that the charges
Wellbank, Secretary; and Tom leveled by the UPRS regarding
Lasser, Treasurer.
Velazquez' implementation of
There are two (2) student, the program did not warrant
undergraduate positions on ·the· his dismissal and Velazquez
Graduation Committee. This is was given a temporary posian ongoing committee, who tion as a special assistant to
establishes the graduation ce- Major.
·
remonies, for this campus.
Again the students were
Also , · there is a new · satisfied.
committee established by the
Major, a popular figure with
President to investigate Stu- most members of the academic
. dent; Activities Usage. There community, resigned from his
are 3 positions on this campus, post in August saying that he
for any student of UNI.
could not make the progress

Next
Senate
.
meeti~g;
.

March 8 .

5246 N~ BROMW~V
ANNOUNCING ALL NEW DISCO SOUNDS!
NO COVER CHA~GE
SUN., MON., & TUES. NITES 8-12
. $2 cover. Drinks & IH>ttJe beer - 30,

•
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e

.
•

Mullen career
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•
•
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•
•
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hounded by the F.c:c. , how
the Russians have a submarine
off the co,ast of Florida
jamming his transmissions ,
how he was ' thrown out of
Kenya, and most important,
how much he wants to send
you a Bicentennial Bible with
the Liberty Bell on the cover
for a $50 donation. He exhorts
housewives to send him their
cookie jar money so he can
broadcast • on 1,000 radio
stations. He always talks
about himself in · the t hird
person. Tune him in one of
these m,omings , if you live on
the North Side - (it ' s an
Evanston station). It'll start
your day off right. Far Right.

Ple~ty of free park~ng.

·

•

:

Showing Exclusively at

•

!

~

A PLITT THE ATRE

~

•
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·················••·I

• .

See Bananas new disco ·Tuesday thru Fndcry .

that he intended at this
university.
Numerous faculty were apprehensive over the reasons for
Major's resignation and charg·
es were leveled over Mullen's
participation in it. ·
Major is now a professor in
the Physics Department and
the position of Acting Vice
President for Academic Affairs
is currently being held by
Mullen's former assistant, Ann
Smith.
As to the C.L .A .S .E .S.
question, Mullen once again
faced UPRS members over the
selection of the Search and
Screen Committee for a director.
The UPRS claimed that
Mullen had chosen the members of the committee without
consulting them, a situation
they said was agreed upon
beforehand.
They also said that Mullen
succeeded in dividing the
UPRS by accepting the recommendations of a separate
Puerto Rican group not recognized by the Union.
They also said that the
appointment of Jose Morales
as vice-president for Student
Services was calculated to
" cool' ' the Puerto Rican
situation on campus and " keep
the Union in line. "
The UPRS boycotted the
C.L.A.S.E.S. discussions and a
new director, Jose Alcevedo,
was appointed. An investiga·
tion was begun into the Search
and Screen selections, by the
Student Senate.
Perhaps the most ·controversial issue in Mullen's UNI
career revolved around the
responsibility of the allocation
of student fees last September.
In that case, Athletic Director Isadore Salario appealed a
Senate and Fees Advisory
Board decision on the · fiscal
year 75/76 allocations to
Mullen.
·
Salario felt that the allocation of $70,000 for the Athletic .
Board· was insufficient for the
operations of the board that
year, and he wanted a review
of the budget process.
Despite opposition from
members of other boards, it
was decided that since student
fees technically belong to the
state, the president has the
authority to .approve or disapprove of the allocations. The
vice-president for student ser·
vices was also charged, more
or less, to oversee the budget
. process. It was explained that
. that type of ' arrangement· had
always been in existence at
UNI' but not strongly implemented. Student Government'
President Tom Lasser and the
senate fought hard against
that type of implementation
but to no avail.
In retrospect, it will be hard
to decide qn how President
Mullen's Northeastern career
will be judged, but it has been
reported that he received low
evaluations from every . aspec;t
of the university.

New poet to teach
at Workshop

~----~-----~---~------,I
C~upon worth one .12 Qz:

•

drink with the purchase of
any san_dwich

I

I
I

l

Submarine $.a•iches . . Soups . • Salads . . Chili

I
I
I
I

3336 W. lryn Mawr Ave.,

·
Chicago 60659
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L-----------~----------the critics ag"e!

:•·:··· •: ··, .
:

"Robert DeNiro is brilliant ...
a DEVASTATING performance.
The twist endirig should leave
audiences gasping."

::. -::::::::::::::

- Kath lee n ca;,011, New York Da ily News

"FEROCIOUS! VOLATILE!

No other film has ever
_ dramatized urban
· indifferences so powerfully."
-Pauline Kael. New Yorker

"BRILLIANT. The first

important
American movie of the year."
- Gary Arnold. Wa shington Post

· "Robert DeN iro. A STUNNING
veracious performance."
-Richard Schickel. Ti me Magazine

"Adu lts who want to see a
well made film with a
BRILLIANT performance by
Rober( DeNiro will ·hail
'TAXI DRIVER'."
-Gene Sha/it, NBC-TV _

"An absolutely TERRIFYING
movie because of the way it
generates tension . It's a
SCORCHER."
- Mutual Radi o

"It is not an experience you'll
soon forget, for it is more than
disconcerting- it is
SHOCKING."
-Frank Rich. New York Post
(l llllMIIA

l'I(
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in 1951. He attended the
Day", ' Tm back fishing for
University of Illinois Chicago
letters in my head now, not in
Circle and was a member of
my hand."
the Alternate University PoetMr. Friedman says he is
ry Collective. He is an editor. of
now interested in making
one of the nation's leading
people realize that poetry is an
poetry magazines, The Milk
exciting performing art. Alas,
Quarterly, and has been a
it is not certain whether or not
director of the readings at the
this realization will come to
Body Politic since 1972. His
Northeastern because the powbook Straight was released
ers-that-be may not renew the
last fall by the Yellow Press • position of Poet-in-Residence
and is on the racks of the finer
next year. The momentum
bookstores across America.
built here during Ted BerriTed Berrigan hil,S called it "a.
gan' s reign is at a crucial point
remarkable book. (His) almost
in time, and the decision
frighteningly casual technical
whether or not to help
mastery makes for a beautifulNortheastern become an excitly alive and ' active surface in
ing educational force or remain
poetry. " Richard has also
just another mediocre state
worked as a mailman just a
institution is awaited by
few blocks from UNI but, he
learned men ·and women with
says, in his poem " Resignation
baited breath.

.

I

I

Plumper's
II

by Judith Stein
Northeastern Illinois University has employed a new
poet to instruct the poetry
workshop here and help fill the
gaping hole caused by the
departure of Poet-in-Residence .
Ted Berrigan. Richard Friedman, longtime member of the
Chicago poetry establishment,
has been selected to fill the
vacancy.
"It's great to be at Northeastern, "
says Richard .
"There's a bullpen full of poets
here - a lot of activity and
energy. Just looking at .the
posters on the walls of the
Creative Writing Center I
realize how active poetry has
been in Chicago." Richard was born in Chicago

Forensics ready for
UN trip
by Bob Naglich
Members of Northeastern's
Forensics Union scored impressively well at the 32nd
Annual University of Wisconsin - Eau Claire Individual
Events Tournament despite
the fact that three out of the
four participants were in
intercollegiate competition for
the first time on the trip. The
lone NIU veteran at the
tournament was Debbie Johnson, who performed an oration
on the subject of child abuse.
Ms. Johnson received ratings
of "superior" throughout the
tournament, including two
consecutive first place rankings for her performance. In
addition, Debbie teamed up
with new-comer Peyton Harrison to perform-a dramatic duo
presentation of_ Neil Simon's

famous comedy, The Prisoner
of Seventh Avenue. Senior
Tom Moran entered the Poetry
Interpretation event, . and performed well in presenting a
selection of Dylan Thomas'
poetry on death. Julie Capone
completed the ~roup that
made the Eau Claire trip, with
her participation in the Radio
Newscasting. event. This event
• is one that tests a students
skill to speak fluently while
adhering to exceptionaUy
str<ict time standards . The
group was accompanied to the
tourney by the individual
events director, Dr. Joyce
Flory, of the Speech and
Performing Arts department.
In other Forensic Union
activities, preparations are
well under way for the
Harvard National Model

United Nations Conference to
be held March 4-7 at Cambddge, Massachusetts, where
Northeastern will represent
Syria. An interesting additiOJ?to that trip will be a foreign
exchange student from Lebanon, Mary Jawaro. Her experience is e~pecially valuable
because Mary has spent 12
years · living in Syria before
coming to the United States .
Ms. J awaro will represent
NIU on the Food and Health
committee, which this year will
consider such .issues as malnutrition and the distribution
and control of world food
resources. Dan Bloom, a
participant at a similar Con·ference held recently at Princeton . University, will act as
representative to the Legal
committee, which will deal
with . p'roblems concerning
multi-national corporations.
Terry Kozlowski, another veteran of the Princeton trip, will
represent NIU on the Social
and Humanitarian committee,
which will deal with U.N .
resolutions addressed to the
status of women around the
world and the use of communications as a form of cultural
aggression. Jim McCarthy, · an
award winner at Princeton,
will represent Syria on the
Charter Review Board. Finally, Dan Waldman, a freshman
at Northeastern, will begin his
Forensic Union activities by
serving on the powerful Political committee, which will
discuss current problems of
the Middle East conflicts .
Students interested in any of
the Forensic Union activities
are urged to get in contact
with Dr. David Jordan or Dr.
Joyce Flory, both of the
Speech dept.

..
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Paul Taylor .

Vive 18 ·oanse

.

Northeastern was the lucky recipient of two days of dance, on
the twenty third and · the twenty fourth of February as the
campus was •visited by the world renowned Paul Taylor dance
company. The schedule of events went like this ; on Monday, the
twenty-third, from four to six th.e re was an open rehearsal, and at
eight o'clock there was a full performance. On Tuesday, there was
a · lecture demonstration •at one o'clock, and another full
performance at eight. Both Monday's and Tuesday's evening
performances were completely sold out.
Four dances were performed from their repetoire, ''Sports and
Follies", "Three Epitaphs", "Sea to Shining Sea", and "Runes".
The auditorium was also visited by critics from the major
Chicago newspapers who gave favorable reviews to the fine
performance. The rest of the audience was composed equally of
students and membt:rs of the community, whose own favorable
reaction could be measured by the amount of applause shown the
dancers. So sustained was this applause, that the dancers
responded with two curtain calls.

[Photos from top to bottom] 1.) The Paul Taylor Lecture/Demonstration Center floor Dance Combinations consisted of
exercises that were so beautiful, you forgot they were designed to
stretch and strengthen the body. [Left to Right] Linda York,
Ruth Andrien, Nicholas Gunn, Victoria Uris. 2.] "Sports lUld
Follies" Victoria. Uris, Linda Kent, Lila York. 3.] "Sports and
Follies" Ruth Adrian [seated], Elie Chaib. 4.] "Sports and Follis"
Victoria Uris. 5) "Three Epitaphs" [L to R] Eileen Corpley,
Nicholas Gunn, Robert Kahn, Linda Kahn. 6.] "Sea to Shining
Sea" [L to R] Robert Kahn, Linda Kent, Elie Chaib. 7.) "Sea to
Shining Sea" [L to R] Carolyn Adams, Victoria Uris, Nicholas
Gunn. 8.) "Sea to Shining Sea" [L to R] Elie Chaib, Monica
Morris, Bettie cle Jong, Robert Kahn, Linda Kent. [Photos by
Dolora Jung and Robert Trahan]
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New eatery caters
-to UNic-r owd
"
Managers Pete, Dan . and
by Carol Jean Zalatoris
J
When you're on the run and assistant manager Gus exlooking for a reasonable spot plained that Pan's cater to the
to grab a quick sandwich or an tastes and income of the
informal place that offers the average college student. As
quiet, intimate atmosphere Pete reflectively stated, he
where couples can meet ancf 1/ remembers when he was "a
talk, or simply a friendly pub , student and how difficult it
where the gang can get i was to find a nice, warm
together and meet after clas- j friendly place to gather and
· ses, then plan a visit to Pan's j chat. Pan's prides · itself on
at 3407 West Bryn ·Mawr just j their no-pressure attitudes,
west of Kimble A venue.
i good quality food and quick
Pan's offers self-service and , friendly service with a smile.
From the time you enter,
fast . carry out service. But if
you prefer the relaxing su;r- hang up your coat, pull up a
roundings of a dimly lit dining ; chair and sit down at the table
area, theri check out their back of your choice, you ate in for a
. real treat. You can take a pick
room.
The "unique· blend of old from their wide variety of
and new': is reflected in the char-broiled deluxe sandwiches
European/English pub model- served in a basket with heaps
ing and highlighted by the of golden french fried potatoes
modern touch of American and all the trimmings to boot.
decor ; handcrafted glass tiffaAnd to drink, well you have
ny .lamp shades and a 100 year , your choice of draught Bass
collection of Chicago Daily ale, imported from England, or
News hea~nes that paper the , premium Tuborg beer or Black
paneled walls.
Label . on top. Or you can

I

choose from their fine selection
of Inglenook wines or maybe
an afternoon cocktail.
And, while you are waiting
. for your order to be brought to
the table, sit back in your
chair and listen to the sounds
of their juke box stocked with
your
favorite
requests.
They've got all the bit hits
from BTO, Rare Earth, Seals
and Crofts, Edgar Winter, and
Cat Stevens, to the nostalgic ·
sounds of the early Beatles
and Stones, Presley, .Peter,
Paul, and Mary, Chuck Berry,
• the Crests, and eveli the Big
Bopper to mention a few.
;Regular weekly specials in' elude $.25 for a 1-2 oz. beer on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday between 5:00 p.m. and
7:00 p.m. with the purchase of
,a sandwich that's a real
' man-sized meal.
And for the ladies only - on
Tu;esdays, it''s Girl's Lib Day
from 5:00 p.m. until 7:00 p.m.
, Ladies can drink all the wine

PAN

3407 W. Bryn Mawr, Chicago, Ill. 60659

For Snacks_& Fun
*A Unique Blend* .
of OLD and NEW

SPECIALS
with sandwich orders: ·
On MON., WED., FRI.
. from 5-7

All the beer you can drink for

.25 a glass

On Tues., Girl's •Lib Day 5-11 pm
All the wine you can drink for .25
·
a glass·

Bargains in beer and a friendly atmosphere are what the people at
Pan's. hope will bring UNI students into the neighborhood's
newest business venture. [Photo by C. J. Zalatoris] .

they want for $.25 a glass with problem because Pan's is
selling 12 oz. Moscow mule r
a sandwich order.
Thursday evenings provide copper mugs for $7.50 each.
Beginning the first week of
live musical entertainment;
March is Pan's "Going out for
rock and roll, folk, or modern.
Students and regular pat- business special." On Monday,
rons will feel right at home at March 1, ·Wednesday, March
Pan's. Rent a hook from 3, and Friday, March 5, beer is
January to June or from July only $.10 a glass or $.50 for a
to December on · " Muggers . 60 oz. pitcher with a sandwich
Row' ' and proudly display order. It's all -you can ldrink,
take a walk over tol Pan's
your favorite drinking mug.
You say you ·don't have a and spend the afternoon ;with a
'
.._
favorite drinking mug, no friend.

so:

Going out for busi~ness

SPECIAL
i .

Monday, March 1
Wednesday, March 3
Friday, March 5
from 11 :00 am - 5:00 pm
with pllrc'1ase of a sandwich;

tLADIES ONLY) ·
Thursday Entertainment - from 7:30 pm
FEATURING

Charcoal Broiled Sandwiches
Ingelnook Wines
.
English Bass Ale
Premium Tuborg Beer ·
And Black Label Beer on Tap
OPEN: Mon., thru Thurs., 11-11
Fri.11~12

BEER
.1 o a .glass, .so·a ·p itcher
ALL YOU CAN DRINK ·

-

. ·,
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Financial aid part I

.

(This is the first of a three ·· forms, you could drop a bundle
part series · on how to get in grants, loans and workfinancial aid for the '76-'77 study that you're legally
school year. Most aid dead- entitled to.
lines fall in the next three
At stake is ahnost a billion
months.)
dollars worth of financial aid
Ebenezer, meet the Ghost of which students at more than
Financial Aid Present.
.
1000 institutions may n:ot get
You walk into your financial their fair share of. In brief, it
aid office looking for money for happened like this.
next fall. The director takes
Early this year, the US
you into his office and tells Office of Education (0 E)
you that, from the information issued regulations that would
you gave about your family require all private ''need
finances, you won't be ex- analysis" firms like the College
pected to contribute anything Board's College Scholarship
toward your education, accord- Service (CSS) and the Ameriing to a goven:unent-approved can~College Testing .Program
system of estimating your (ACT) to submit the formulas
financial need.
they use to figure a student's
The next day you return, fill financial need for federal
out more forms and again find approval each year. In addiyourself in the director's office. tion, these firms' estimates of
'This time he tells you that you how much a family should
will be expected to contribute contribute toward a student's
$1200 toward the cost of your education would have to
education, according to a approximate almost exactly
government-approved system new federal "benchmark" fl.
of estimating your financial gures.
need.
The regs were at least partly
You ask him which figure is in response to a previous
right. He tells you they both announcement by CSS that it
are and that he can decide had adjusted its need formulas
which one to use. At this point to drastically lower a family's
you're ready to wake up. But expected contribution.
the director points . to a
finely-printed copy of the
This
Federal Register and says ,
didn't go over too well with
"It's all right there."
And it is all right there, I the feds, since thousands of
discovered, after a mind-bog- · families across the nation
ging trip through the rat's would be waving Parents'
nest of regulations surround- Confidential Statements calling the three federal financial ing for more aid than ·OE had.
For instance, a family that
aid programs that are adminis- '
tered through colleges them- was previously required to
selves: College Work-Study contribute $1230 would only
(CW-S), Supplementary Edu- have had to put up $590 under
cation Opportunity Grants the new CSS formula. Under
(SEOG) and National Direct the federal benchmarks, which
sort of split the difference, the
Student Loans (NDSL).
Essentially, if your financial same family would have to pay ·
aid office gives you the wrong $990.

OPEN FOR LUNCH

HIDDEN
COVE
OPEN AT 11 a.m. DAILY
· ------~-~-~-~COUPON
,_-~--------- .... .,I
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Tl/Elle's NO CHANCE .. ..
TIIAT THIS GUY .. . .
WILL GIVE !J£ A RIO£ .

Con/Pro

...

.
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LOUNGE~PUB
5338 -N. Lincoln
784-9638

CSS ·and ACT agreed to a
common formula that would
meet federal guidelines, but
their system still hasn't been

I

officially approved.
Then OE threw a curve ball.
.If a school didn't want to pay
to use CSS or ACT, it could

use two other systems which
were free, already approved
and ready for use. These two
(cont'd on page 10)

Forum planned by
World Future Society
The Chicago Chapter of the
World Future Society is
holding its first Public Forum,
"What's Ahead for the Chicago A~ea in the Next Five
Years?" The forum will consist
of short presentations by three
prominent Chicago area futurists, questions from concerned
local groups, and audience
questions. A "Meet the Futurists" social hour will follow the
two-hour Forum.
The Forum will be held on
Wednesday, March 10, from 7
to 9 p.m., at the Illinois
Institute of Technology, Hermann Hall, 3241 S. Federal St.
Chicago.
The Forum Panelists are:
Dr. Louis MasQtti, Director
Center for Urban Studies,
Northwestern University; Dr.
Gregory Singelton, Professor
of History (Quantitative Historian), N9rtheastern University; and Dennis Har~er, Director, Special Projects, Department of Development and
Planning, City of Chicago.
A . R . (PETE) Roalman,
Chicago coordinator of the
World Future Society, will
moderate the discussion. Rep-

resentatives of the Urban Janet Palkoner at (312) 346League, the local chapter of 6868.
the Sierra Club, the DuPage
The Washington based
County Citizen's Committee, · World Future Society is an
and other groups will attend international association of
with prepared questions for 16,000 people, 600 in the
the Forum.
Chicago area, interested in
· Donation for the Forum, social and technological develwhich includes coffee and opments during the coming
snack during the social hour, is years. Chartered. as a non-pro$2.00 per person. For tickets fit scientific and educational
send a self-addressed, stamped organization, it is independent,
envelope, plus donation, to: non-political and non-ideologiWFS-FORUM, 12th floor, 108 cal. For further information on
N. State St. , Chicago, 11., the Chicago chapter, contact
60602. For information call: Rita Harmata, Ext. 459.

Dems to speak
on state's future
Joanne Alter, Democratic
candidate for Lieutenant Governor; Ron Staehler, Democratic candidate for Illinois Attorney General and; Rolan
Burris, Democratic candidate
for State Comptroller will

STUDEBAKER • TUES. MAR. 9

418 S. MICH., 60605

I
I
..... _._. _.,, -ta, ........ ----

Mo,ie Nite, Saa., 10:30 pa~ Ladiel Nite,
Tues.•.& 111un., Uwooatticl Females,
al>rW:.

~AHIL.L

speak on "The Future of
Illinois, What is Needed?" All
interested· students, faculty
and staff are invited to attend
on Tuesday, March 2, 11-1
p.m. in C.C. 217 (Commuter
Center). Sponsored by Stu. dents for Independent Politics.
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Con/Pro
(cont'd from page 9)
systems, however, call for
families to contribute amounts
way above the benchmarks
that OE has just set up - for
everyone but itself, it seems.
The first, known as the
"income tax system," stipulates that a family's contribution must equal the amount it

paid in federal income tax plus
·5% of its assets above $12,500.
Under this system a family
that would, for instance, pay
$40 under the federal benchmarks would have to pay $940
under the income tax system.
The second system is onlyslightly better. It's the Family

Contributio~ Schedule used to
award Basic Grants (BEOG ), a
separate parcel of federal aid
issued directly from government to student rather than
through the schools. While the
federal benchmarks use Bureau of Labor figures for how
much it costs a family to
maintain an average lifestyle,
the BEOG syst;em uses Social
Security poverty level figures.
So while a family of four would
be allowed $9000 to maintainitself under the benchmark
formula, it would only be
. allowed $5700 under the Basic

Grant formula.
, institutions to use the services
of a need analysis contractor"
To put things in perspective,
and
will continue to let schools
a family with a $12,000 income
use
either of the other two
and assets of $20,000 would be f
systems.
required to pay $1410 under 1
Could a school use both
the income tax system, $1240 i
systems
at the same time - or
under the basic grant system ·
a
mixture
of all three including
and only $500 under the
the private firms? "We would
federal benchmarks.
Did OE know it approved prefer one system used uniformly, but there is nothing to
two systems which produce
prevent
that variance," said
contribution figures way above
its own schedule? "The differ- the spokesman.
In one stroke OE seems to
ence is recognized," said an :
OE spokesman, but "the have muted demand for finanCommissioner does not consi- l cial aid dollars by schools that
der it desirable to force I unwittingly use the "free"
systems and at the same time
set up the possibility for
unscrupulous financial aid officers to give preferential
treatment to some students
merely by switching systems.
The snafu is compounded by
the fact that the free systems
are at present the only ones
officially approved. OE is
telling all schools that have
been using the private contractors that they will have to
"s~d by" until the CSS-ACT
formula is approved. Meanwhile , most schools have
deadlines in January for
picking up need analysis forms
and in March for returning
them so students will know
before summer how much aid
they'll get. As time runs out,
"several schools" have turned
to the income tax or Basic
Grants systems, on OE official
admitted.
Even if most schools that
have used CSS or ACT in the
past stick with them, more
than 1000 schools don't use
either. The very real danger is
that, when these schools find
out that whatever system' (or
combination of guesses)
they've been using must go
through a federal approval
process, they'll just turn to
what the feds say they should
- the free systems.
About all you can do at this
point is make sure your
financial aid office doesn't use
the income tax or Basic Grant
systems. If your officials are
not aware of the difference, point it out to them. You'll
have at least hundreds and
maybe a couple thousand
dollars of aid bucks riding on ' it, so make the effort.
Things can always be worse,
and in the financial aid picture
for '76, they are. Another
federal aid program, the
Guaranteed Student Loan, is
currently on t rial in the
Senate; for the last half year,
legislators have heard gruesome testimony about sloppy
record-keeping systems, mis- ,
use of funds by and bribery of
government officials, illegal
collection practices, negligence
and on and on. -In addition,
President Ford is still trying
to rescind funds for student
financial aid for '76. Even if
he doesn't succed, the Cong r essional appropriation for
student aid, although slightly
more than last year, is actually $190 million less - due to _
inflation.
What can you do? Just
make sure that you're ( 1) ~
aware of and (2) apply for
every dollar you're eligible for.
For the next two columns, I'll
do my best on the first point. . . .
Number two is up to you.
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ALL ART MAJO&S: Sign up for
· the· Art Fair. Place your name and
Phone no. on a slip of paper and deposit it in the envelope on Stellas'
door. (B-wing) All media. All welcome. Just for fun, or to make a few
bucks. •The Art Fair is March 5.
Thanks, Tlie Art Club.
100 EXOTIC ST AMPS free with ap-

provals, TZ Stamps, P.O. Box 365,
Chicago, Illinois 60690
WOMEN WANTED: 19 years or
older for public relations work as te. lephone solicitors. From $150-$300
per week. Whitehall Company, 5848
West Higgins, 283-5716;7.
TRY SOMETHING DIFFERENT:
Would you enjoy being part of a
small group process which has a very positive focu&? This Spring, the
Human Potential Seminar (95-32341) is being offered to student!! genuinely interested in their own
growth u ·well as that of others.
Take part in this rewarding experience and receive two credit hours.
For information, see Announcement!! in this issue.
WANDA OF LIBRARY: I didn't
know you read the classifieds. KK
B.C. In these times of stress and melancholy it's comforting to know
there is one soul to help you through
the torturous landscapes of life.
G.K.
HELEN: Let me know if we can get
a tax break on bad bi.Ione. Cliff
YOSEMITE SWEATS: Where did
all the janitors go?
DEARS. Love is individual. We are
love. You ~re you and I am I. We are
two; two individuals in love; but yet
somehow we are one. I am you. Love
DEAR PHANTOM: Do you have any ideas how many "Patti's" ther
are in this school? You'll have to spe
cify which you're talking· about b
fore you can expect an answer t
last week's classified. Signed Patti.

·

·

,..

WEDDING BALLADS
Complete Service .
Music by F~Jk Quartet
Jim Ballard

583-9674

P~ge ·11

SWEET AFFECTIONATE CAT deteriorate areas . that may have
available Free, neutered and de- contained brains. May a higher
clawed. Owner leav:ing country. Call under.standing be yours. The Black
Caucus Club.
e~t~~~------ - - - - I know I will probably never be Thank you everyone for making 3¼
given the chance to prove the extent years very delightful.
of my feelings for you, but you can't
deny me my hopes and dreams. Phantom:
gooa friends. But no, you didn't an- Please stop torturing me with the
I love you, and I'm not even Patti.
. swer me. I was too shy to approach mention of her qame. A friend.
An admirer •
you, so I used another name to communicate to you. But you didn't re- FOR SALE: Baby furniture unit A.E.
spond to me. I was a human being convert!! into highchair, stroll,r,
'predate the hard work on: the
trying to strike up a friendship with buggy, carbed/seat, rocker, bassi- campaign. It was unsolicited but
another. But I was shot down. net, etc. Excellent con«µtion. Best welcome.
Thought!! of you might always be in offer. Call 929-7937.
·
E.
the back of my mind but I will never
write to you again. It is a friendship Reply to a concerned veterans To the girl with the 90 degree inthat might have been. But no more. (Whose mind is obviously far more cisors,
Even if-we were to meet, I would ne- crippled than his body could ever be): · Don't let small minds upset you.
ver talk to you. It is over forever Long, long before James Ross was a Keep cool, stay nice, and give 'em
M.
veteran counselor, he was a Black hell.
Steve McQueen
Man-Creation of God. When any of
DEAREST PHANTOM, I must our Jewish or other friends take,an
have rocks ·in my head...Tell me, entire day or even a week to ob- Your feelings have been well noted
are you a figment of my imagina- serve their special days, nothing is C for a long time but not appreciated
tion? Your imagination? Or the said or even thought. Others aren't as they should be by someone. Not
Print!!ters imagination? If you are expected to have the deep feeling or me. I've hurt too many before and
real and I know I am real because. I know the meaning of Black History don't want to add you to the list.
am writing this classified to the Week, but it is the refusal to even Stop the innuendos and the torture
Phantom; who I don't know is real, respect our right to observe, that will stop. Don't hate me and please
which is unreal to begin with. Any- glaringly point!! out the mental can- remain a friend.
way; {air _Phantom, if I am real and cer that the 'concerned veteran' and
C.P.S.D.
you are real, why don't we just ad- thos~ of his kind are allowing to
mit we are real and face reality? If
you are a fantasy of the Printsters,
please Print!!ters, do a great kindness to someone whose real world
needs some reality and forget the
Phantom-Patti routine. In search of
truth, Alias Patti

f! •

eternally, "M"

.

-----------

a tous mes amours
je vous aime beaucoup
la fievre du printemps
-roi
DA VE R.: Why are you called anteater?
RICH B. You heard of the colt. Wait
ti! you see the stallion. He'll finish
first with a thrust and a bolt.
To someone who didn't want involvement; It's taken me 2 months
to find out how you really are. I
could never understand you - (maybe that's the way you wanted it) but
now I really understand! Too bad
you didn't let me know earlier, but
you didn't let me know earlier but that would have spoiled your
fun. You're the last in the long line
of mistakes I've made - ours was a
strange and wonderful relationship!
You were strange and I was wonderful(?) Finally Got Wise

I

TO NANCY AT THE SWEET
SHOP - I have lost all interest in.
you because you showed no interest
in me. I had hoped to start a longterm friendship between. us. I had GIRLS BEWARE! Tomcat's on the
hoped we would have been able to prowl.
talk to each other freely like 2

way·
it
is
\.
.

.
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-P.E. Maj~rs club
·elects board

by John Stepal
The transition froin high
school to college · athletics is
indeed a great one. I should
know this as well as anybody.
These positions are necessary My last two years at Luther
The physical education mafor t he organization and , Nort h I played number one on
jors meeting was held Wednesrepresentation of matters con- I the golf t eam, and managed to
day, February 18th to reorgacerning the P.E. majors and finish third in the conference
nize the ' P.E. Majors Club.
club members.
Officers positions for the club
my senior year. I came to UNI.
The purpose of a P.E. with visions of grandeur, only
were selected and include :
majors club is to provide t he · to see myself struggle this
Pres ident : Bob Wiedmann,
opportunity for P.E. majors to year to make seventh man.
Vice President-Publicity : Mar
implement P.E. related _ideas
Schmidtke, Secretary: Kathy
So much · for my said
•utilizing their resources as well soliloquies. This article is
Zyrkowski , Treasurer : Tim
as those of their colleagues, about a man who has successMcNaulty, and Publicity: Refaculty, university, and stu- fully completed this transition.
nee Carlson, and Rita Marek.
dent activity fees. The Student He attended Maine South, a
Senate and fees and allocation traditional basketball power,
committee will only allocate where he was the top benchfunds to -those that appeal for warmer, or last man on the
them, with a lot of student last string, to put it into a
support backing those appeals. different perspective. He made ·
With a function organization the junior varsity in his first
l -funds could be allocated to the yer here, became a member of
I P .E. majors club for special the varsity as a sophomore,
events such as transportation and- where hi:! presently is, in
The team's final home game
to P.E. conventions and fun this, his junior year. The high
of the. season is tonight vs. Ft. · nights. Perhaps some students point of his basketball career;
Sheridan, a team that North~.
would like to voice their came earlier this season when
eastern handled easily in their · opinion on curriculum matters. he was named to the all-tourfirst meeting t&is ·year. UNI
Whatever your concern as ney. team at the Aurora Junior
will also play . in the state
physical education majors the Varsity Classic.
tournament to be held · at
P .E. Majors Club is available
If you haven ' t guessed
Western Illinois on March 3rd,
for you to do something about already, the person to whom I
4th, and 5th. This is a double
it so check it out. Come to the am referring is Gary Briars,
elimination . tournament, and
next meet ing! This means who has _been cordially nickany team-that gets it together
YOU - P.E. MAJORS!! It's named " Cake" ,b y the people
that weekend can come out on
your future. Meetings have who know him. This · is the
top. So let's wish the women
been tentatively scheduled for same guy we see every day
good luck, and hope they can
2: 00 on Wednesdays and · hanging around the red chairs
reach their potential in time to
meeting notices will be posted by the athletic office. The
take home the ~oveted first
in the gym.
same guy that tries to impress.
place trophy.·
every girl he meets. The same·
Lunclt, Dinner & I.ate Snoclis
guy who has never beeri see~
o PIZZA IN THE PAN
witpout gum in his mouth. Th~
Cocktails
A
Open Bouse
sam.e guy that is never at a
l Char-woiled Gullib.,,.en
SUNDAY 2/29/76 ,
D Alibs • Chicken• S...tis T
loss for a joke, even about
himself, which is why I ~
Beautifu~ 3 b. r. brick
Gary Briars.
bungalow, comple~ely
B y , now you must · be
remodeled. A Panico,
wondering
how Gary Briats
Mid-America . · l;
L .
H
ever
made
the varsity. He
: --. f
TEACHERScan 't understand it , eithet .
~ _8808 MllWAUKlE AVE. R
,._,. na-2100
f
Walk to Classes
Three possibilities
have
H <•-Mi'-"" a o....,-,.,>
crossed
my
mind:
1)
He
made
2727 W. HOWAID Sl-. PMOHI Hl-21 . .
286-8363
the varsit y to keep th e

Women's b-bqll
team struggles
thru season
by John Stepal
A . t eam that was hurt
heavily by graduation las t
year was the women's basketball team, and this probably
accounts for t he current 3-7
record more t han anything
else. The roster presently
contains the potential of a
quality team, but is also filled
with young , inexperienced
players. The leading scorers on
the team are Rut h Rozdilsky,
Linda Iussa, and Diane Quinn,
the first two being the only
players to have played college
ball in the past.

PRINT
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!
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~~G~
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pom-pon girls happy , 2)
" Spin " Salario, the varsity
coach, needed a benchwarmer,
and nobody had more experience than Gary, or 3 ) Briars is
a hustling ballplayer who
makes up for his lack of ability
by never standing still on the
court. I tend to agree with the
latter, although the other two
may have been taken into
consideration along the way,
also.
,
~ there ;yoµ have it: The
story of a man who, although
he spends ;most of his time
sitting ~ own, has shown he
can ris, to t t he occasion when
called upon to do so. If
nothing else, the tale of Gary
Briars proves that it is better
to go from the bottom to the
top, instead of t he other way
around. Just ask John Stepal.
He knows.

•
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Nance·

Eagl8s 72-70
by John Stepal
outplayed in the second half,
first lead was short-lived,
The agony of defeat.
particularly on defense, at
as
UNI
came
right
back
to
tie
UNI lost the conference title
the game, but SXC scored two
which SXC excelled, forcing
last Tuesday in a hard-fought,
poor shots, 2) The final
quick baskets to take the lead
heartbreaking contest to St.
statistics reveal that UNI
for keeps, 66-62. Clutch free
Xavier, 72-70. Willis Nance of
throw ·shooting by Ken Styler
made only 10 of 17 free throws;
SXC led all scorers with 21
and Mike Walaszek of· SXC
less than 60% , and 3) Both
points, hitting 9 of 14 from the
allowed them to hang on for a
teams complained about the
field, while Tyrone Rutues
victory and _·the conference
officiating of the game. I c~'t
paced UNI with 17 points and
understand why the conference
title.
15 ·rebounds. Others posting
A lot of second guessing
doesn't use its best officials for
double figures for UNI were
takes place in close games, and
key gamf!S. You can't send a
Steve Kidd, Gary Staniec, and
· in this one three. things are
boy to do a man's job, and this .
Bobby Beckam with 16, 14, clear: 1) UNI - was clearly
was definitely a man's job.
and 13 points, respectively.
The Gold.e n Eagles jumped
to ·an early 8-0 lead in the first
Bob Hallberg, Cougar's'~coach emphasizes plan of attack to his three minutes of play. Due to
good defensive work and
team. [l?hoto by Zalatoris]
clutch rebounding, UNI increased their lead to 32·19,
their biggest lead of the
ballgame. A .late surge by
SXC saw the Eagles up at
halftime by a 38-31 score. Key
As a rule, minor sports do
Among our representatives
points in the first half were not . receive much publicity.
were Alex Fuentes, Terri
Beckam's assists and fine
Crowl, Sandra Demos, and
However, last weekend was an
all-around play, and .also UNI exception, as several represenGeorgia Florides, the latter
holding Greg Reed, the (!OU· . tatives from Nor theastern trataking fourth place in the
gars' center, scoreless for the velled to the Univers~ty of
women's pool competition.
first eleven minutes.
Wisconsin at Milwaukee. , Also competing for UNI were
There the Association of , Demos, Debra Jaret, Ed
The second half saw SXC College Unions International
Schroeder and Hwi Chul Kim
come out playing tenacious
(ACUI) regional tournaments . in the category of foosball , and .
defense, and eventually tie the were held in the areas of pool,
Paul Pashuku for table tennis.
game at 47-all with eleven table tennis, bowling, and
Paul is currently ranked
minutes left. The Cougars' foosball. ·
25th in the nation, and proved
by John Stepai
location than on team perfm-mto be no fluke, as he took first
Our varsity basketball team
ance, as the top four teams
place in the tourney. His next
concluded its regular season have better basketball facilistep will be the Nationals in
play last .Saturday night by- ties than the two latter teams.
April, which are to be held in
outpointing George Williams This means that ·UNI will
Denver. We all wis_h him good
. 100-92, in a game that must be probably have to play all their .
luck in future competition.
classified as one of Northeast- games on their opponents'
ern's more lackluster perform- · home courts.
· 1
ances of the year. However,
UNI will . begin their conthe players must've had a hard ' quest of the title tomorrow
. time getting up for this game, night when they travel to
as it was a non-conference Illinois College, located in
' • ~MM,o,tf·
•
:
.
Owtr lS yHn
•
contest, and a relatively Jacksonville. Should they adof """"'Cl
:
meaningless one at that.
.vance from this game victori111h':'"'
:
And now, it's nitty-gritty ously, the next game would be
:
LSA
T
$Nllcl,11es
:
time.
at Illinos Wesleyan on MonThe time when every game day. A win in Bloomington
:
GR E Yohl:.IIOU, hafflt •
becomes crucial. The time would put UNI into the finals,
study :•lrrials
:
when a loss means the end of which would be played at the
:
;
QCA
T
Cours11tll1tt11 •
the 1975-76 UNI basketball highest seed's home court. The
: Cp
updalt4 :
season. And, also the time · District winner advances to
r111e IK11t1,11 for :
when UNI gets their chance to the Regionals to be held · in
e
rtYIIWI Of CIHI
e
•
S·A T ltUOfts and for use •
become nationally recognized.
8
Kansas City beginning March
X
of '"""1Mnt1ry •
:
LE
,,..,,,,,,, . , •
The Golden Eagles (20-7) are 8th.
seeded 5th in the NAIA
The moment of truth is at
: fCfMG Mak,:pslor :
District 20 Playoffs. The other hand. The team is ready, but
•
111111td
teams are Illinois W elsleyan only time will tell ho; far we ·
(20-6), Quincy (19-6), Illinois · can go, and maybe it'll turn
Benedictine (20-6), Illinois Col- out to be as far away as
~
Over $33,500,000 unclaimed scholarships, grants, aids : and
lege (15-7), and St. Xavier Missouri.
:
Most classes start 8 ·weeks
:
fellowships ranging from $50 to $10,000. Cu r rent list of
•
prior to Exam
(22-9), respectively ranked 1st,
:
Spring & Fall compacts
:
these sources researched and compiled as of Sept. 15, 1975.
2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 6th. These
rankings, in my opinion, . are
UNCLAIMED SCHOLARSHIPS
completely unfair, as Quincy
:
CHICAGO CENTER
:
11275 Massachusetts Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90025
•
2050 W. Devon Ave.
•
was -recently ·defeated by
e
Chicago, Ill. 60645
•
D I am encl9sing $9.95 plus $1.00 for postage and handli rh;
• Thousa{lds of pre-written studies
Lewis, who in turn was shot
e
(312) 764-5151
•
on file. .
•
down twice during the regular
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
· • Immediate delivery.
season by both UNI -and St.
• Original custom research prepared. · I · PLEASE RUSH YOUR CURRENT LIST OF
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•
Xavi.er. It appears that the
• Professional thesis assistance.
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